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They told us of sorrows...
They told us of pain

How they walked in fear....
to get to the train

A train that led them...
to a free reign

They chanted Azadi...
saying no to restrain.
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Dear Sonerians,

Welcome to Roshni Newsletter Volume 2 for 2017.

We remain determined in our endeavor to bring 
thought-provoking ideas to light; the most prominent 
being Soneri Bank’s 14th August campaign which has 
been presented as our main lead story. The Bank captured 
the true sense of sacrifice through stories told by people 
who witnessed and braved the partition in 1947. Through 
the retelling of their powerful stories, Soneri Bank paid 
tribute to all the people who were at the forefront of the 
freedom movement.

The Bank upgraded its Soneri Visa Card to Soneri Debit 
Mastercard. Aligned with our 2017 business strategy of 
digital banking to supplement present-day brick & mortar 
strategy and with special focus on branchless banking, the 
launch of Soneri FonePay takes us forward to our digital 
goal. The Bank has partnered with a cardless payment 
system FonePay linked with Soneri Debit Mastercard for 
convenient and hassle-free transactions through 
smartphones. This new alliance between Soneri Bank and 
FonePay will allow customers to make QR retail payments, 
travel and movie tickets, along with a host of other 
convenient digital payment solutions using their Soneri 
Debit Mastercard and smartphone. We will soon be 
targeting our customers on social media platform.

With our recent engagement with Peekaboo, marketing 
has launched 18 alliances for the bank that offers FOC 
discounts. The same was heavily marketed on social 
media forum, and is consistently gaining momentum. We 
have signed an agreement with Peekaboo that aims to 
provide around 75 alliances yearly. This will allow our 
customers to engage with the Soneri brand and at the 
same time avail benefits from Soneri mastercard’s 
offerings that did not exist locally earlier. Presently, we 
have 634 discounts availed with our Debit Mastercard, and 
with our inclusion of SMS marketing, discount advertising 
at respective outlets, supported by digital marketing, we 
can bring a positive change.

The Bank’s digital platforms have also remained active, 
encouraging existing and potential customers to join the 
digital sphere while keeping them updated with 
latest offerings. 

In order to further enhance the skillset and expertise of 
Sonerians, many trainings were conducted by HR, Service 
Quality on regional and branch level. Soneri town halls 
were customarily conducted in North region where 
constructive ideas and suggestions for improvement were 
discussed. Star employees were also awarded with 
recognition certificates during these meetings.

With the spirit to better serve our customers, the Bank 
took active steps towards the implementation of Financial 
Consumer Protection framework. The seven key guiding 
principles of Fair Treatment of Customers were rolled out 
to staff Pan-Pakistan followed by external campaigns on 
our social media.

In light of Bank’s philosophy of catering to the needs of 
community, Soneri Bank sponsored theatre productions 
hosted by TCF and Special Olympics Pakistan to raise 
funds for children’s education and welfare respectively.

EDITOR’S NOTE

MARKETING TEAM
SONERI BANK
Editor:  Fariya Zaeem (Head of Marketing)
Sub-Editor: Sabina A. Bhagat (Marketing Manager)
Printing: Anwar Hussain (Marketing Services Manager)
 

Awais Iqbal Dhakan Executive Creative Director 
Bilal Alvi Associate Creative Director
Fatima Nasir Content Manager
Nimra Saeed Account Manager
Saad Shamim Art Director
Abdul Qayum Group Head Design Systems

CREATIVE TEAM
ADCOM LEO BURNETT

We have also received heartening response and raving 
comments on our Calendar and New Year Card 2018. In 
order to upgrade the user’s experience a recital calendar 
embedded with QR codes has been developed to 
enlighten the ethos of our Urdu language and to bridge the 
old and new form of communication, bringing art and 
technology together.

With our customer-centric approach, marketing has 
upgraded its corporate website by developing a bilingual 
Urdu website in sync with our FCP initiatives.

We, at Soneri Bank, have set ourselves on a promising 
path of success, sailing forward with commitment and 
pursuit of excellence. Our customers are important 
partners in our journey towards excellence. We hold our 
core values to provide convenience and quality customer 
service. Let us continue to shine and move towards more 
glorious milestones this year.

Wishing everyone a Roshan Reading!
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Soneri Bank paid tribute to eyewitnesses 
of the freedom movement in 1947 as part 
of its Independence Day campaign. Real 
life accounts were recorded and shared 
online to reignite the patriotic passion in 
today’s young generation. Because of its 
strong message and inspirational value, 
the Bank has dedicated Roshni Vol. 2 as a 
canvas for its layout.

ABOUT  THE COVER

Reliving Independence Through 
Eyewitness Accounts 
This Independence Day, Soneri Bank made efforts to 
bridge the gap between the older and younger 
generation and to promote communication that is 
relevant to both. In light of the Bank’s brand philosophy 
of “enlightening every path”, our 14th August campaign 
depicted a new side of Pakistan’s history - by providing 
and preserving the essence of independence through 
eyewitness accounts. This is the first time that such a 
campaign has been executed by any Bank in Pakistan.
 
The campaign entails the significance of Pakistan’s 
freedom and the people who were at the forefront to 
witness this magnanimous event. It was expanded 
through print campaign sharing heartrending stories of 
unconditional love and sacrifice from senior citizens, all 
of who migrated to Pakistan during the partition in 
1947. The print advert was embedded with QR code 
which transported readers to a digital video, furthering 
the message of patriotic spirit to audiences online.

Soneri Bank 14th August Campaign

Six people from different walks of life and professions 
were approached, whose stories were captured and 
filmed. Each person talked about their experience - 
sharing bittersweet memories and remarkable patriotic 
spirit that helped them achieve freedom. Such people 
are rare to come across and with this campaign, the 
Bank ensured that their stories will live on forever.
 
The videos received recognition and applause from 
online audience, and were shared across different 
platforms. Through this campaign, the Bank hopes to 
instill an emotional sense of attachment to our 
homeland and revive a sense of patriotism in Pakistanis 
today, especially the youth. Every young Pakistani’s 
contribution to the homeland by becoming a valuable 
asset for the country and paving a path of 
enlightenment for future generations duly endorses the 
Bank’s promise of Roshan Har Qadam.



Soneri Bank along with its customers celebrated the month 
of August with an Independence Day theme of motivational 
messages on how the sacred homeland was achieved 
through timeless sacrifices and a hopeful, positive outlook 
where there was only one end-goal; Pakistan!

A highly spirited Chasm Deed-e-Azadi activity was carried 
out, which received 5,881,420 impressions, 714,581 

714,581 views

Soneri Bank Limited
August 14, 2017

views, 684,190 post engagements and 27,000 
users applied the filter on their Facebook profiles. A total of 
9,000 likes were drawn in by the campaign, the highest 
performer post reached 5000 likes and got 134 shares.

Additionally, posts on the social media platform revolved 
around the victory celebrations of Pakistani cricket team, 
during the Champion’s League trophy.
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A separate series of adverts was developed in connection 
with “Chashm Deed-e-Azadi”. The adverts were inspired 
by the real-life partition stories of civil servants who were 
given the choice to continue their positions within various 
government ministries in India or to migrate to a new 

714,581 views

Soneri Bank Limited
August 14, 2017

714,581 views

Soneri Bank Limited
August 14, 2017

homeland with no financial support. Hence, the series was 
aptly titled “Meine Chuna Pakistan” for the unconditional 
sacrifices of such workers in the days of independence.

Khalid Salahuddin Banker
Our country is blessed with the best of everything that we 
could possibly ask for. All we need to do is recognize it, 
develop it and above all, own up to it.

Shakil Adilzada Nasar Nigar, Khaliq-Sabrung Digest
Inevitably we had to take a decision to leave for Pakistan.
But the biggest problem for us was that we had been living 
there for centuries. How does one simply get up and leave 
all that belongs to you?

Asad Muhammad Khan Afsana Nigar, Shaair
Upon our arrival to Pakistan, we were treated with so much 
care. They cooked food for us, provided shelter and the 
feeling was such that, even the pakoras tasted like sweets. 
Such was the intensity of their love for us. 

M. M. Malik Banker
Leaving behind the lives we had and moving to Pakistan, 
not a single soul had any complain. We were living in tents 
having lost everything, yet, all you could hear were chants 
of ‘Pakistan Zindabad’.

Shamim Fatima Khatoon-e-Khana
Crossing the border into Pakistan and seeing our very 
own land was very overwhelming. We were welcomed 
with open arms by every single person. It was such a 
heart-warming experience.

Khan Muhammad Khanzada Collector – Revenue Department
Before Pakistan came into being, I used to study in a 
school in Jacobabad where our teacher Saman Lal was an 
avid admirer of Jinnah Sahib. In fact, when the Quaid 
visited our city, he announced the day as a holiday. 

Story of partition as seen by brave souls who lived through it!
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Celebrating Independence 
the Soneri Way
Soneri Bank’s Independence Day Celebrations 2017

Soneri Bank Limited celebrated the country’s 70th year of 
Independence with high spirits on 11th August 2017. 
Celebrations were held at the head office in Karachi and 
also at the Main Branch in Lahore, where Sonerians 
dressed in green and white came together to celebrate 
national unity and patriotism. The celebrations included a 
cake cutting ceremony by our senior management, 
followed by treats for the attendees who enjoyed the 
festive occasion. After the celebrations our senior 
management visited various branches and interacted with 
branch staff. 

Three exciting activities were held for the branches and 
departments which started from August and ran till the 
end of the month. The first activity was Quiz Buzz in which 
a series of questions, pertaining to Pakistan were 
circulated bank-wide through e-mail. The second activity 
led branches and departments to unleash their creativity 
by decorating their branches and departments with our 
nation’s flags and colors, and third was a photography 
competition titled “Capturing Hamara Pakistan” 
conducted to appreciate Pakistan’s rich landscapes and 
diverse architecture. The celebrations provided an 
excellent opportunity for teams to unite and further 
Soneri’s image throughout our nation.

Soneri Bank’s HR Department with the Head of Department, Anita Lalani.

Mohammad Aftab Manzoor, President & CEO, Celebrating Independence Day at COK.



Introducing the new
Soneri Debit Mastercard Soneri Debit Card now powered

by Mastercard with
EMV compliant security chip

Putting Safety First

Introducing the power of complete security
A new layer of security has been added to your existing Soneri Debit Card - now upgraded to an

EMV Chip compliant Soneri Debit Mastercard. When it comes to sensitive information,
your new debit card will give you maximum protection.

• Shop, dine and avail a variety of debit card services
• Pay utility bills, enjoy internet shopping and quick funds transfer

• Withdraw cash at over 300 SBL ATMs in Pakistan and over  1.5 million ATMs globally
• Upgrade from Soneri Gold Debit Card to Soneri Debit Gold Premier Mastercard*

• Enjoy various discount benefits

Keeping up with technological changes, Soneri Bank 
upgraded its Soneri VISA Debit Card to an EMV 
Compliant Chip-Based Soneri Debit Mastercard which 
adds a new layer of security in transactions.

The new Soneri Debit Mastercard allows the customer 
to shop, dine and avail a variety of debit card services 
including utility bill payments, internet shopping and 
funds transfer. 

The campaign enticed customers to convert or apply 
for the new Soneri Debit Mastercard, tied to a special 
fee waiver offer.

Adding Value with
Each Swipe

Banks can create greater brand value through 
technical and marketing upgrades and by 
investing in partner alliances for customer 
network. Soneri Bank launched discounts on 
Soneri Debit Mastercard for the first time on a 
nationwide level. This step came in line with 
the upgrade in design for Soneri Debit 
Mastercard, improving on its existing market 
reach and image association.

The technical upgrade of EMV-compliant chip 
based Mastercard promises greater security 
and global convenience for customers.
 
Currently, Soneri Debit Mastercard offers 
discounts on apparel, healthcare, and lifestyle. 
Moving forward in collaboration with 
Peekaboo, Bank plans to have more 
merchants on board to offer customers more 
discounts on their favorite brands.

Soneri Bank & Partner Alliances
Discounts Campaign
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A Rewarding Remittance Experience
The essence of togetherness and charitability is greatly 
evident on occasions of Eid. Whether as an act of charity 
or to provide for families back home, remittance amounts 
received in Pakistan are the highest before Eid-ul-Fitr. To 
further the Eid festivities, Soneri Bank rewarded customers 
receiving remittance through Soneri Mehnat Wasool 
campaign. The 2 months campaign rollout rewarded 
customers for remittance received via MoneyGram. Based 
on a lucky draw, the customers availed the chance to win 
cash rewards, a grand prize of 70cc motorbikes and other 
bumper prizes.

Soneri Mehnat Wasool Remittance Campaign

Soneri Bank brought the same winning spirit internally 
through a branch-wide competition for Remittance 
Processing Offers. The Bank assigned cash rewards for 
the top and runner-up branches, incentivized a 
competitive environment among fellow Sonerians. Regular 
updates of branch rankings were announced through 
emailers, and winners announced were rewarded at the 
end of the campaign.

Powering up the Future 
of Transactions
Soneri Bank facilitates customers with FonePay

FonePay is a simple to use app which revolutionizes 
payment options for the next generation. The app can be 
installed on any smartphone and help smooth the payment 
process at more than 4500 online and offline merchants. 
The app syncs with Soneri Bank Mastercard so customers 
can enjoy cashless convenience when pays for cab rides, 
cinema tickets, healthcare, restaurants and more by using 
the FonePay app via QR code and online.   
 

FonePay offers customers various benefits like purchasing 
gift cards and loyalty rewards, location-based services 
displaying FonePay merchants and their corresponding 
discounts via GPS location and social integration to share 
their virtual shopping experience with other FonePay users.
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How to use FonePay app?
Register yourself to FonePay in 3 simple steps.
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Promoting Islamic Banking 
in Pakistan
Soneri Mustaqeem at Islamic Banking & Finance 
Awareness Drive 2017

Islamic Banking is still a developing sector within the 
country. The lack of knowledge about the available 
options and the benefits tied to Islamic Banking are 
limited to a few informed customers. Thus, the need 
to cater to such queries was undertaken by Dunya 
Media Group through their inaugural event “Islamic 
Banking & Finance Awareness Drive 2017”, earlier 
this year.
 
Soneri Mustaqeem Islamic Banking participated at 
the event to create awareness at mass level about 
the pros and options available to people in the realm 
of Shariah-compliant banking services. The drive 
invited all Islamic Banks and Islamic banking 
windows of conventional banks and created the 
opportunity for dialogue about misconceptions 

regarding the industry. Soneri Mustaqeem Islamic 
Banking was represented at the drive where Dunya 
Media Group provided a platform for all financial 
industry stakeholders to promote their vision and 
range of products. The campaign message was 
extended through TV via Dunya News channel, in 
print via Roznama Dunya, and on Radio, OOH & 
Social Media Marketing.
 
Soneri Mustaqeem Islamic Banking received effective 
and efficient media mileage and outreach throughout 
the series of the event.

Celebrating Inclusivity
Soneri Bank Braille Eid Card

Our Eid Card is inspired by Soneri Bank’s corporate 
philosophy of the Sun that universally shines on everyone. 
This Eid, we hope to spread the message of inclusion in 
our society. The yellow and grey dots integrated into 
Braille are symbolic of our brand promise “Roshan Har 
Qadam” - a beacon of light and hope.
 
Card design depicts Eid Mubarak in a tactile die-cut form 
of Braille – a written language for the blind in which 
characters are represented by patterns of raised dots that 
are felt with the fingertips.
 

Keeping up with 
Hi-Technology
Soneri Bank Presents Power Bank Giveaway

As the world becomes increasingly addicted to an 
electronic, online lifestyle – batteries running flat is a 
relatable problem. 

Soneri Bank steps in sync with the needs of today’s 
consumer and presented portable power banks to 
selective clients. The need to stay connected is driven by 
the unavoidable use of digital devices. 

Guidance For All
Soneri Mustaqeem Compass Giveaway

Soneri Mustaqeem Islamic Banking 
presents the historic emblem of the right 
path – the compass, which was described 
as a Qibla indicator by Yemeni Sultan and 
astronomer al-Malik al-Ashraf in late 13th 
century to find the direction to Mecca. This 
is the first evidence of a compass in a 
medieval Islamic scientific text and its 
earliest known use as a
Qibla indicator.

Soneri Mustaqeem believed that this 
compass will guide the clients and 
customers towards the path of 
righteousness, towards an enlightened 
journey, in resonance with the ethos of 
Soneri Mustaqeem Islamic Banking.

When we allow our souls to guide us,
we are always shown the way.

Roshan Har Qadam
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Playing to Special Strengths
Soneri Bank sponsors 2nd SOP Charity Theatre Play

Soneri Bank sponsored the theatre “Sab Gol Maal”, a 
Special Olympics Pakistan (SOP) Production hosted at the 
Arts Council to raise money for Special Olympics  
Pakistan beneficiaries. 

Co-Directed by Sarwat Gillani & Zeeshan Haider, the 01 
hour 45 minutes play ran for two days in Karachi, and was 
attended by packed audiences, applauding the cause and 
the entertainment. 

Special Olympics Pakistan is a subsidiary of Special 
Olympics International, Washington. The organization 
provides year round sports training in a variety of sports 
for children and adults with intellectual disabilities, giving 
them continuing opportunities to develop improved 
physical fitness, have greater self-confidence and grow 
mentally, socially and spiritually. 

The aim is to help such members of the community to 
become an integral part of mainstream society and 
promote inclusion. All of SOP’s athletes are intellectually 
challenged and they compete to the best of their ability to 
make the country proud.

Giving Hope Through 
the Power of Theatre
Soneri Bank sponsors TCF theatre play for 
fundraising campaign

Soneri Bank has maintained a keen interest in improving 
the lives of surrounding communities through emphatic 
endeavors, especially in the education sector. The Bank 
recently sponsored “Heer Ranjha”, an Urdu musical 
theatre play based on the poem of the same name written 
by Waris Shah. The theatre was planned for ten days and 
ran in three different cities - Karachi, Lahore and 
Faisalabad. The play was organized by The Citizens 
Foundation (TCF) to help raise funds for  
underprivileged students.

The Citizens Foundation (TCF) schools are all within 
walking distance in urban slums and rural areas. With an 
all-female faculty and a minimum fee of Rs. 20, the 
organization provides quality education to 204,000 
students in 1,441 purpose-built units. Donations have 
enabled TCF to continue its quest to eradicate illiteracy 
with the same enthusiasm and zeal for the past 22 years. It 
is hoped that Soneri Bank’s efforts will bring more 
destitute children into the fold of TCF’s education network.

Rah-e-Mustaqeem
A Voice of Illumination
Soneri Mustaqeem Radio Campaign

Soneri Mustaqeem - the Islamic window of Soneri Bank 
offers 100% Shariah Compliant deposit and financing 
products to customers. The promotion and marketing of 
various products and services under the Islamic Banking 
umbrella was expanded through Radio in the month   
of Ramazan.
The campaign focused on the message of 
Rah-e-Mustaqeem, encouraging good deeds closely tied 
to the goodness of people who would benefit from the 
services of Mustaqeem Islamic Banking. Each of the radio 
spots focused on a particular good deed tied to the 
philosophy of Soneri Mustaqeem.

Winning Smiles
Soneri Bank sponsors Jeeto Pakistan gift hampers

During Jeeto Pakistan’s Ramazan transmission, Soneri 
Bank sponsored special prizes for the game show 
contestants who were picked randomly from the audience 
in 5 segments of the show. The activity was a symbol of 
sharing happiness in the month of Ramazan, which also 
resulted in greater brand exposure for the Bank.
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Town Hall Meeting
An Engagement Session by HR

Two extremely interactive town hall meetings were held in 
North region during the month of October 2017. One in 
Islamabad at the Tulip Marquee on October 07, 2017, the 
other in Gilgit at the Serena Hotel on October 08, 2017. The 
town hall meetings not only recognized top performing 
staff but also provided employees with a platform whereby 
they could candidly interact with the senior management 
and share their concerns out loud on an informal basis.

The sessions were attended by the Bank’s senior 
management which included the President & CEO -  
Mr. Mohammad Aftab Manzoor, the Executive Director – 
Mr. Amin A. Feerasta, the Head of Operations –  
Mr. Ali Hassan Shah, the Head of Commercial & Retail 
Banking – Mr. Muhammad Qaisar, the Head of Treasury & 
FI – Mr. Shahid M. Abdullah, the Head of Corporate and 
Investment Banking – Mr. Masood Tyabji, the Country 
Credit Head – Mr. Mubarik Ali and the Head of Human 
Resources – Ms. Anita Lalani.

To start the events on an informal note, energizer activities 
were conducted at both town halls which got everyone off 
their feet. This gave them the chance to warm up and 
meet each other. 

After the warm-up session, Mr. Muhammad Qaisar 
addressed the audience with a motivating speech. He 
appreciated certain branches and applauded certain staff 
for their efforts in strengthening the Bank’s business. This 
was followed by addresses by the senior management, 

who expressed the Bank’s commitment to fortifying its 
presence in North and making its mark amongst peer 
banks in the near future. They appreciated their efforts 
towards growth in various businesses and urged everyone 
to come up with innovative ideas and suggestions to 
improve the Bank’s profitability further.

An award ceremony was held in which recognition 
certificates were given to sales and support staff for their 
valuable contributions to the business. Following this, Star 
Branches were highlighted and applauded for their 
outstanding performance in the region. BANCA awards 
were also given to achievers in Gilgit who helped promote 
Bank’s business.   

Last but not the least, an interactive Q & A session was 
conducted at both town hall meetings, where the 
attendees raised their concerns with the senior 
management. Areas of discussion included administration 
and operational issues, need and importance of trainings 
for employees in North, and other related problems being 
faced by employees specific to their region.  

The sessions concluded with group photographs and a 
scrumptious dinner. 

Participants appreciated both town halls and expressed 
their interest in attending more of such engagement 
sessions in the future.

Mohammad Aftab Manzoor, President & CEO addressing Sonerians.

Left: Amin A. Feerasta, Executive Director
Right: Masood Tyabji, Head of CIGB.

Amin A. Feerasta, Executive Director with Sonerians.

Management Committee members addressing Soneri Bank employees.
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Recognition of Support Staff

Sohail Talib

Ahmar Aftab

Zahid Sabir

Muhammad Sajjad

Hassan Aqeel

Arshad Mahmood

Asim Tahir

Aneela Kousar

Nadia Aslam

Mirza Muhammad Nasir Mehboob

CO - Main Branch Mirpur A. K.

Main Branch Rawalpindi

Jhelum Branch

Main Branch Rawalpindi

Jhelum Branch

Main Branch Mirpur A. K.

Main Branch Mirpur A. K.

Chandni Chowk Branch Rawalpindi

Main Branch Peshawar

CO - Islamic Banking - I-10 

Markaz Branch Islamabad

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Ijaz Khan

Younus Iqbal

Shah Saleem Khan

Dilshad Begum

Firdous Ali

Main Branch Gilgit

Main Branch Gilgit

Credit Hub - Main Branch Gilgit

Jutial Branch Distt. Gilgit

Main Branch Gilgit

1

2

3

4

5

Islamabad

Recognition of Sales Staff

Syeda Sadia Batool

Hina Kanwal

Abuzar Abdus Salam

Rizwan Nasir

Adeela Kanwal

Shafiq Ullah

Muhammad Adnan Shareef

Aftab Ahmed

Muhib Ullah

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Bahria Town Branch, Rawalpindi

G-11 Markaz Branch Islamabad

Mardan Branch Distt Mardan

Muzaffarabad Branch

Muzaffarabad Branch

Battagram Branch

Corporate and Investment Banking Group

Islamic Banking - I-10 Markaz Branch Islamabad

Islamic Banking Chillas Branch Dist. Diamer

Islamabad

Gilgit

Aslam Khan

Sohail Abbas

Main Branch Gilgit

Main Branch Gilgit

1

2

Gilgit

BANCA Awards- Gilgit

Younus Iqbal

Rukhsana Abdullah

Shah Saleem Khan

Dilshad Begum

Mahrban Ali

Fakhar Zaman Khan

Mian Asif Iqbal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Main Branch Gilgit

Main Branch Gilgit

Credit Hub Gilgit

Jutial Branch Distt. Gilgit

Main Branch Gilgit

CO - Main Branch Gilgit

CO - Main Branch Islamabad
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Employee Learning & 
Development
Workshop on “Art of Negotiation” & “Interviewing Skills”

Soneri Bank regularly initiates training sessions to enhance 
staff capability at all levels. The Bank onboards 
well-recognized external trainers to facilitate workshops 
that not only help develop and improve managerial skills 
but are highly engaging as well.

T24 Train the Trainer

HR Learning & Development, in collaboration with the 
PMO team arranged a ‘Train the Trainer Program’ for T24. 
The purpose of this training was to prepare Master 
Trainers for end-user training.

Keeping this in view, HR Learning & Development 
arranged two modules on “Art of Negotiation” and 
“Interviewing Skills” facilitated by Senior HR trainer Mr. 
Zafar Aziz Osmani. The sessions were attended by senior 
leaders involved in the hiring process and staff members 
who are involved in procurement, vendor management, 
recruitment and other functions which involve negotiation.

The training comprised of two weeks of classroom and 
hands-on training followed by an assessment. Soneri Bank 
President & CEO, Mr. Aftab Manzoor, and the Head of HR, 
Ms. Anita Lalani also visited the Learning Centre to meet 
the participants to emphasize on the importance of the 
TTT Program.

Sessions on “Service Excellence” and “Selling Skills” 

HR Learning & Development relies mostly on internal line 
trainers for facilitation of sessions on various topics for the 
staff, depending on the skills available in-house. This year, 
line trainers have supported the management extensively 
by conducting “Service Excellence” and “Selling Skills” 
Pan-Pakistan. The certified trainers have provided great 
support to the Bank by facilitating these sessions for      
the staff. 

Branch Manager Certification Workshops 

The Bank wants to ensure that each and every staff 
member is rightfully skilled for the role he is in. We 
launched the Branch Manager Certification Workshop last 
year. Ensure that our 100% branch managers are certified 
for the role. This year, we have arranged four workshops 
Pan-Pakistan, out of which three have already been 
facilitated. We aim to cover our entire BM population by 
end of 2018. 

Mohammad Aftab Manzoor, President & CEO,
addressing employees during the session.

Group discussion in process.
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Credit Skills Workshop 

This year, we rolled out a workshop on Credit Skills 
enhancement of our staff. The workshop comprises of 
three levels – Basic, Intermediate and Advance. The first 
session of this workshop was conducted in Lahore 
facilitated by Ms. Sitwat Farrukh. The participants of the 
first batch have completed all three levels. We will soon be 
announcing this workshop for other cities as well. The 
Country Credit Head Mr. Mubarik Ali and The RCO Central 
Region Mr. Shahzad Latif also visited the Learning Centre 
to meet participants of the workshop and emphasized the 
importance of knowledge of Credits.

National Financial Literacy Program 

State Bank of Pakistan rolled out a country-wide National 
Financial Literacy Program. Soneri Bank is partnering with 
SBP at three locations for conducting training sessions in 
remote areas to educate masses about the financial 
services available for them and how can they benefit from 
services available. Our Branch Manager from Pak Pattan, 
Tanveer Akhtar conducted a session in the area for the 
people in nearby villages. The session was well received 
and will provide more opportunities to increase our 
customer base. 

Planning a Winning 
PR Strategy
Soneri Bank attends PAS Training for 
Effective PR Planning

In order to improve yearly plans for maintaining and 
increasing Public Relations to reinforce the Bank’s image, 
Soneri Bank’s marketing team attended a full-day 
interactive PR workshop hosted by Pakistan Advertisers 
Society. The training was facilitated by Kerry Savage, a 
UK-based professional known for her PR workshops. The 
particular workshop was part of her work for the Chartered 
Institute of Public Relations and the Chartered Institute of 
Marketing in London. The training allowed attendees to 
learn a tried and tested 5-step process for developing an 

effective communication strategy. The learning process 
was supported by many practical tools and templates that 
are flexible enough to be applied to delegates’ own 
communication strategies. 

Post training, Soneri Bank’s marketing team, better 
equipped with the ability to deliver best practices and 
measurable PR strategies that have real commercial impact.
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Communications on the 
Digital Front
Soneri Bank marketing team attends digital brand  
building Masterclass

Digital media has revolutionized the face of 
communications. With the increased usage of cell phones, 
social media marketing has become a mainstay focus for 
companies. In order for brands to stay relevant, they must 
keep pace with the changing trends. In the same vein, The 
Pakistan Advertisers Society organized a Masterclass 
titled Brand Building in the Digital Age, which was 
attended by Soneri Bank’s marketing team. 

The session was developed and conducted by Julian 
Saunders whilst he was working at Google. The 
Masterclass set out a program for action and provided 
practical guidance, planning tools and inspirational 
examples for the attendees. 

According to Mr. Saunders, “To succeed, brands need to 
bring together a deep understanding of how technology is 
changing culture and how psychology helps design better 
solutions.” He outlined six principles of brand building for 
the digital age and also focused on including YouTube 
content for wider brand communication. 

The session helped the marketing team in understanding 
and planning for the upcoming digital trends vital to long 
term growth and brand health. 

To get a clearer picture of how this change would impact 
the banking needs of customers, Soneri Bank took part in 
the Organizational Growth Summit 2017. This year’s 
agenda was Futurism Commerce in Pakistan.

Headed by Dr. Atta-ur-Rehman, the summit welcomed 
international speakers and panelists from global companies, 
including Ufuk Tarhan-Economist and President of M-Gen 
Digital Agency, Nadeem Hussain-Founder and Coach of 
Planet N Group of Companies, Amir Niazi-CEO Descon, 
Helmut von Struve-MD of Siemens Pakistan,   

Understanding the Future 
of Commerce 
Soneri Bank attends Organizational Growth Summit 2017

Pakistan’s growing need for innovation stems from the 
evolving commerce industry. A chunk of Pakistan’s middle 
class families have increased expenditure owing to 
commercialization and brand awareness. Another factor is 
new technology, mobile and internet access which is 
changing the nature of transactions, converting more 
people to online markets. 

Ahsan Zaheer Rizvi-Global Senior and Managing Partner 
of PIAA Barker and Gillette, Qashif Effendi-CEO Reem 
Group, Dr. Ani Atanasova-CEO and Co-founder of 
Pixelhunters UAE, Ali Abbas Sikander-ED of Paysys Labs 
Pvt. Ltd., Sakib Sherani-CEO of Macro Economic Insights, 
and Suleman Ansar Khan-Head of ODTCR Engro Corp, to 
address the concerns at hand.

Soneri Bank attendees included Ms. Fariya Zaeem-Head 
of Marketing, Mr. Ahmed Anwaar-Head of E-Banking 
Operations/Technology/IT, Mr. Faisal Qamar-Head of ADC 
and Mr. Abid Saleem-Digital Marketing Officer. The team 
benefitted from the various discussions pertaining to 
digitization of production, digital workspaces, organization 
& governance, hyper trends with a futuristic look and an 
analysis of digital marketing in traditional markets, 
especially its applicability in Pakistan.

Scan the QR Code to watch 
PAS Training Testimony from 
Head of Marketing, Soneri Bank
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SQ Framework Discussions
In August 2017, Service Quality initiated the formal SQ 
framework discussions with Stakeholders and Regional 
Business teams to ensure everyone is informed and 
aware.  Our monitoring exercises have already 
commenced and we will continue to add to the suite as 
per the below framework.  

The objective is to drive the desired culture and behavior 
change across the organization towards achieving our 
Service Vision of: ‘To be one of the top banks in the 
market in the way we understand, interact with, sell to 
and facilitate our customers’.

Understanding our customers
Develop a comprehensive Voice of Customer (VoC) 
platform to enable Bank to deliver relevant, market-leading 
and cost-efficient products and services. The platform will 
deliver insight on:
• Customer Satisfaction & Net Promoter Score – Legacy 

Customers / NTB Customers
• Customer Psychographic – Insight of customer’s 

lifestyle and preferences
• Customer Anti-attrition analysis – RCA of the customer 

exit leading to the tangible corrective actions
•  Competitive scan based benchmarking – To gauge the 

pulse of the market competition
• Supplement the VoC elements with Key Service 

Indicator (KSI) Monitoring which will focus on critical/ 
problematic customer experience deliverables

Interacting with our customers
This piece will determine the ‘look and feel’ of the bank 
and will consist of the below:
• Implementation of Branch Spot check - minimal ‘look 

and feel’ standards defining the branch environment
• Implementation of “Start of Day” SOD Checklist - this is 

a daily check performed by the branch to ensure 
readiness to start the business 

• Service Quality Clinics / FTC training and Staff 
Grooming modules for all front end and relevant 
Support function staff

• Implementation of Call handling etiquettes – (Internal & 
External customers)

Selling to our customers
This is critical piece for Bank since it has a direct impact 
on the bottom-line:
• Implement a comprehensive Mystery Shopping suite 

across all products and channels
• Implement a comprehensive Product training (1-pagers) 

and refresher module in tandem with product and HR.
• Ongoing Process Optimization / Root Cause Analysis 

driven by Complaints and VoC feedback
• Phone Banking, Telesales, Collections and Banca call 

evaluation and quality check

Facilitating our customers
This piece will encourage going ‘above and beyond’ the 
call of duty to delight the customers:
• Introduce the concept of the Service Snippets – These 

are strategic reiterations of key process / product / 
pricing / policy guidelines where lack of front-end 
knowledge has led to customer complaints and 
dissatisfaction. We can align this with HR L& D initiative 
of “HR Learning Byte” 

• Floor Time: This will consist of all staff across the 
branch taking turns to man the floor / banking hall in 
terms of customer management

• Branch Service Meetings - This discipline will help to 
identify and prioritize key customer impacting gaps for 
corrective action

Governance
This piece includes Senior Management information 
sharing for initiatives and recovery plan prioritization.
• Service Quality Council:  The council will be chaired by 

the CEO and will consist of key Group Heads.  The 
committee will meet on a Quarterly basis to discuss top 
line service indicators / gaps / FTC updates / Voice of 
Customer results / root cause analyses / complaints 
updates and SQ initiatives for the next period

• Service Ladders:  These will be the culmination of the 
various service initiatives and results and will serve to 
build ownership / transparency and accountability into 
the SQ mandate on all fronts.  We are looking towards 
launching the Branch Service Ladder in the initial phase

Head of Service Quality, Memona Afridi with Soneri Team.

Enabling Effective 
Customer Treatment
Soneri Bank undertakes 7 Principles of The Fair 
Treatment of Customers

In times when customers are increasingly diversifying their 
interests, and also their financial needs, it becomes the 
responsibility of the financial service providers to rightly guide 
and assist customers in every banking decision. Effective 
immediately, Soneri Bank is undertaking the 7 Principles of 
The Fair Treatment of Customers to make well-informed and 
when possible, profitable banking decisions.

An effective Financial Consumer Protection regime will 
empower customers to obtain fair information while 
enhancing their capabilities to make informed from financial 
decisions, ultimately leading to greater transparency and 
efficiency as well as higher financial inclusion. 

Abiding by the 7 Principles will lead to greater financial 
coverage and amplify profits for the Bank in the long run.
 

Impartial and
Just Treatment

Financial Education
and Awareness

Complaints Handling Competition

Clear and
Timely Disclosure

Behavior and
Work Ethics

Protection Against Fraud
& Invasion of Privacy

• Service Recognition: This platform will help to build the 
necessary drive / momentum and motivation to keep 
the SBL service benchmarks robust and will consist of 
strategic recognition of service champions across 
businesses / operations. – (Revolving Service Trophies / 
Service Excellence Certificates)

• Regulatory Deliverable: In tandem with HR, include 
quantitative SQ / FTC goals in all Front end and relevant 
Support staff role profiles / JDs
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Retail Branch Visits
Head of Consumer and Retail Banking Group, Mr. Muhammad 
Qaisar visited branches in different regions and talked about 
Bank’s vision and how employees can contribute with their 
skills while adding value, resulting in organizational growth.

Thull Branch Shahdadkot Branch

Shikarpur Branch

Ghotki Branch Customer Lunch at Larkana

Sajjad Cotton factory Saleh Pat

Talent in
Limelight
We believe, if we bring talent of this country into the 
light, they can shine brighter than any star. In this spirit, 
Soneri Bank sponsored the “Rising Star Player 
Development Program” conducted by the Lahore 
Qalandars in September last year. The program aimed to 
support a new generation of cricketers by giving them a 
platform where they could showcase their talent. 
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Digital Matters
Overview:

Soneri Bank during the 6 months period starting from (May – 
October) has been able for better engagement on the strategic 
touch points available to strengthen the Brand’s position in the 
digital sphere. The Bank’s digital platforms encourage new 
customers to join and actively contribute to the digital space 
and uplift development in banking services and the Bank’s 
intended vision. Soneri Bank’s digital channels of 
communication are helping and providing essential service 
offering. The Bank’s social presence allows users to stay 
up-to-date with continuous improvement of our banking 
processes with the evolution of the banking technology and 
services. The Bank has obtained tactical insight on the various 
social profiles of the users. A large range of customers engage 
with the website traffic and strengthen the Brand’s position as 
compared to the industry. This has certainly acted as one of 
the key mediums to add value to Soneri Bank’s marketing. 

Soneri Bank executed multiple campaigns such as Pakistan 
Advertisers Society Award recognition and other notable 
mentions including a campaign around Soneri Ikhtiar Account, 
Soneri Mehnat Wasool service, Soneri Savings Account. A 
wide array of discounted offering at stores and restaurants 
and other mentions included Independence Day promotions 
to propagate a sense of identity and connection to Pakistan. 
Soneri Bank also executed a campaign on FonePay, Mobile 
Banking application offering a speedier, trusted financing 
platform for banking transactions on-the-go. The viral 
promotion of Soneri Debit Mastercard was also executed. Our 
executions during this time period introduced some of the 
latest trending digital tools such as Facebook photographic 
frames, videos, static and engaging customer-centric posts 
that built in to storyline to grab attention and pull in a new 
wave of consumers.

Facebook Engagement
The engaging strategic customer-centric content, shared 
on the Facebook page and other social platforms targeted 
the smart and savvy digital audience. Our social media 
stream accommodated essential promotions, engaging 
campaigns, discount deals with a special focus on the use 
and the utility of the Soneri Mobile App and the access to 
a world of opportunity by the means of Debit Mastercard. 
Soneri Bank’s Facebook page served as the medium to 
handle and respond to customers inquiries, complaints, 
conflict and served as a mean of enabling the flow of 
two-way communication with the fans. The six-month 
stretch saw a rise in the unique user count to 293,376 
opening a new headway for potential customers.

PAS Award, Savings, Remittance 
& Discount Promotions:
In the month of May, Pakistan Advertisers Society 
awarded and recognized Soneri Bank for “Best in Print” 
Campaign. For 14th August, an Independence Day 
themed campaign took the air and pulled over 89,000 
views, 320 Shares and over 4,000 likes. Other 
noticeable mentions included a speedier, quick and 
flexible financing and transaction solution for individuals 
and SME enterprises. Bank also promoted its reliable 

remittance service and provided access to an illustrious 
stream of discount offerings with apparel, retail stores and 
food outlets. 

Car Financing:
Soneri Bank’s Car Financing service emphasized on the 
need of a brand new car quickly and conveniently. The 
digital campaign was shaped around the human sentiment 
to be socially admired, accepted and the association of 
prestige with owning a vehicle with ease, quick processing 
and nationwide accessible facility.

The car financing campaign got 8,500 likes and over    
100 shares, the captivating imagery and the use of 
strong colors enticed the users to indulge with the 
content effectively. 

Engagement Rate on Digital

May
7.65%

June
8.96%

July
6.71%

August
3.80%

September
15.64%

October
10.64%

Page Likes

Lifetime Total Page Likes

293,383

290,389

289,878

284,442

283,489

278,255May

June

July

August

September

October
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Discounts Offerings:
Soneri Bank, while delivering on its promise of the 
value-driven deal offered several discounts on fashion 
apparel store and restaurants. An emphasis on health was 
also seen with vital discount offerings in alliance with 
Chugtai Labs. The main aim of the discount campaign was 

to promote the use of their premier Soneri Debit 
Mastercard offering and to drive the best discounts that 
are both of good value for money and are appealing to 
the masses.

Debit Mastercard, Mobile App & 
Internet Banking:
In an increasingly mobile-first sphere and the new age of 
digitization, smartphones are essential and the first point 
of contact to engage with a customer. Soneri Bank has 
smartly engineered an application that offers an easy 
interface catering to on-the-go customers. The promotions 
largely emphasized on the ease, safety and the utility of 

the mobile application catering to all of the essential 
banking needs. Focus was also put forward on the 24x7 
Internet Banking solution, offering a rigorous emphasis on 
the new Soneri Debit Mastercard for the convenience and 
value it offers. 

Soneri Bank’s digital communication promoted and 
established products such as Soneri Asaan Account for 
day to day consumer offering, a quick and reliable setup of 
bank account for students and working class. 
A Remittance facility, Soneri Mehnat Wasool for 
expatriates to send remittance home and improve the 
lifestyle of their families. 

Conventional, Savings, Foreign 
Currency and Home Remittance:

The promotion included the mention of the Soneri Sahara 
Account for senior citizens with flexible steady returns, the 
Soneri Savings Account for consumer class that aims to 
save their income and invest it in productive schemes to 
reap good returns. Other major highlights of the month 
included the Soneri Ikhtiar Account for the SMEs to 
encourage them to integrate into the seamless
eco-system of the corporate world.
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God Helps Those 
Who Help Themselves
‘God helps those who help themselves’. This one of the 
most commonly used phrase has two elements. The first 
tells about the mortality of the human beings. They have 
the power to control their problems. It further articulates 
that human beings should try to sort out their own 
problems and should take complete ownership of their 
hitches.    The second relates to God and means that God 
will help human beings who do this. So, overall it means 
that God will help us if we own our problems and try to 
overcome them ourselves first.

Now, what many of us do not know is that this phrase is 
believed to have been coined by Algernon Sidney, an old 
English politician. Sidney being a political theorist wrote in 
the early modern era in England. However, some people 
know this phrase through an even more famous person 
Benjamin Franklin a leading author, politician, humorist, 
civic activist and statesman. 

A strong believer in this phrase Franklin received more 
attention through his many quotable quotes, one of these 
relating to the topic of my writing is: “Well done is better 
than well said.”

The saying “God helps those who help themselves” also 
stresses the value of taking action to improve our lives. It 
encourages us to believe in the power the Almighty has 
entailed the mortal being with. It also encourages us to 
trust in the Almighty’s help.  Likewise, in the workplace, 
hard work and believing in oneself surely get results. 

Mehwish Gul
Manager Products
CRGB Group 

There is so much of this country that we all haven’t seen 
or explored. As Sonerians, we felt it was our responsibility 
to play a little part to bring all that is Pakistan into the 
limelight. As an internal initiative, we invited Soneri Bank 

employees from across the country to share pictures of 
our beautiful motherland to be showcased in our 
upcoming Newsletter.

Rani Kot Fort
by Mr. Shah Muhammad Sanjrani,
Branch Manager, Sanghar.

Sheosar Lake - Deosai Plains
by Mr. Amir Hameed Khan,
Head of Islamic Banking.

Ratti Gali Lake Neelam Valley AJK by Faizane Mustafa, AVP Financial Reporting Unit Finance Department, COK.

Khunjravi Top Pak-China Border
by Mr. Numair Kashani,

Branch Manager NKTS Branch.

Ratti Gali Lake Kashmir
by Mr. Sumair Saleem,

Risk Management Division.

Moizz Ahsan Farid
by Branch Manager, Khanewal Branch.

Hamara Pakistan:
Picture-Perfect
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Possibilities of Growth 
in Employment
Workers displaced by automation are easily identified, 
while new jobs that are created indirectly from technology 
are less visible and spread across different sectors and 
geographies. We model some potential sources of new 
labor demand that may spur job creation to 2030, even net 
of automation.

Rising incomes and consumption, especially in 
emerging economies
Global consumption could grow by $23 trillion between 
2015 and 2030, and most of this will come from the 
consuming classes in emerging economies. The effects of 
these new consumers will be felt not just in the countries 
where the income is generated but also in economies that 
export to these countries. Globally, we estimate that 250 
million to 280 million new jobs could be created from the 
impact of rising incomes on consumer goods alone, with 
up to an additional 50 million to 85 million jobs generated 
from higher health and education spending.

Aging populations
By 2030, there will be at least 300 million more people 
aged 65 years and older than there were in 2014. As 
people age, their spending patterns shift, with a 
pronounced increase in spending on healthcare and other 
personal services. This will create significant new demand 
for a range of occupations, including doctors, nurses, and 
health technicians but also home-health aides, 
personal-care aides, and nursing assistants in many 
countries. Globally, we estimate that healthcare and 
related jobs from aging could grow by 50 million to 85 
million by 2030.

Development and deployment of technology
Jobs related to developing and deploying new 
technologies may also grow. Overall spending on 
technology could increase by more than 50 percent 
between 2015 and 2030. The number of people employed 
in these occupations is small compared to those in 
healthcare or construction, but they are high-wage 
occupations. By 2030, we estimate that this trend could 
create 20 million to 50 million jobs globally.

Investments in infrastructure and buildings
Infrastructure and buildings are two areas of historic 
underspending that may create significant additional labor 
demand if action is taken to bridge infrastructure gaps and 
overcome housing shortages. New demand could be 
created for up to 80 million jobs in the trendline scenario 
and, in the event of accelerated investment, up to 200 
million more in the step-up scenario. These jobs include 
architects, engineers, electricians, carpenters, and other 
skilled tradespeople, as well as construction workers.

Investments in renewable energy, energy efficiency, 
and climate adaptation
Investments in renewable energy, such as wind and solar; 
energy-efficiency technologies; and adaptation and 
mitigation of climate change may create new demand for 
workers in a range of occupations, including 
manufacturing, construction, and installation. These 
investments could create up to ten million new jobs in the 
trendline scenario and up to ten million additional jobs 
globally in the step-up scenario.

Upcoming workforce transitions could be very large
The changes in net occupational growth or decline imply 
that a very large number of people may need to shift 
occupational categories and learn new skills over the 
years ahead. The shift could be on a scale not seen since 
the transition of the labor force out of agriculture in the 
early 1900s in the United States and Europe, and more 
recently in in China.

Seventy five million to 375 million may need to switch 
occupational categories and learn new skills.
We estimate that between 400 million and 800 million 
individuals could be displaced by automation and need to 
find new jobs by 2030 around the world, based on our 
midpoint and earliest (that is, the most rapid) automation 
adoption scenarios. New jobs will be available, based on 
our scenarios of future labor demand and the net impact 
of automation.

An excerpt from McKinsey’s article - What the future of work will mean for 
jobs, skills, and wages
By James Manyika, Susan Lund, Michael Chui, Jacques Bughin, Jonathan 
Woetzel, Parul Batra, Ryan Ko, and Saurabh Sanghvi

‘Marketization’ of previously unpaid domestic work
The last trend we consider is the potential to pay for 
services that substitute for currently unpaid and primarily 
domestic work. This so-called marketization of previously 
unpaid work is already prevalent in advanced economies, 
and rising female workforce participation worldwide could 
accelerate the trend. We estimate that this could create 50 
million to 90 million jobs globally, mainly in occupations 
such as childcare, early-childhood education, cleaning, 
cooking, and gardening.

A Framework for Improving 
Cybersecurity Discussions 
within Organizations
By Jason Choi, James Kaplan, and Harrison Lung
The entire world is going digital; virtually every type of 
cross-border business transaction now has a digital 
component. Companies’ use of digital technologies is 
opening them up to new relationships with customers and 
business partners, and new business opportunities. But, 
as recent headlines have made clear, the very act of 
connecting to the outside world increases organizations’ 
risks exponentially—of project failure, of data breach, or 
worse.

In this era of global digital flows, companies must take all 
possible steps to build robust cybersecurity capabilities. 
Protection strategies cannot be focused solely on 
technological controls and remediation plans. Companies 
must invoke the human element as well. They must seek 
to build digitally resilient cultures in which cybersecurity is 
not an occasional concern but an everyday task for core 
business stakeholders at all levels, inside and outside the 
organization. 

The business units, the IT organization, and the 
cybersecurity team need to trust one another enough to 
get to a mutual agreement about how security protocols 
can be integrated into daily business processes without 
creating operational challenges and frustrations. 
Companies need to have faith that external partners that 
are willing and able to protect shared data and 
infrastructure. And finally, government agencies need to 
trust that companies are proactively reporting breaches 
and sharing information that could help them spot and 
thwart major cyber incidents, particularly those spanning 
multiple industries and countries or involving 
state-sponsored attacks.

We share our insights on the dysfunctional relationships 
that can develop within the corporate ecosystem, while 
acknowledging that the most complicated trust gap still 
exists between companies and customers. We believe the 
companies that can facilitate trusting relationships and 
productive discussions about how they secure critical 
business assets will be better prepared to respond to 
ever-advancing cyber threats.

Trust gap 1: The board and the C-suite
The dynamic between board directors and the senior 
management team can be fraught for any number of 
reasons, but first on the list is that cybersecurity is usually 
not a top item on many board meeting agendas; often it is 
presented as part of a larger discussion of IT issues, if it is 
mentioned at all. A trust gap develops when senior 
management falls short in answering these questions. In 
some cases, the senior management team may not be 
able to properly opine on governance issues because it 
has not clearly defined owners for particular cybersecurity 
issues and activities. 

The senior-management team may not have the right data 
in hand to properly quantify the current levels of risk the 
company faces and present a comprehensive mitigation 
plan to the board. Or the members of the C-suite simply 
may not communicate with the board often enough when 
it comes to cybersecurity issues: despite the fact that 
transparency is a new norm in most companies, our 
research suggests that only 25 percent of companies 
present IT security updates to the board more than once a 
year and up to 35 percent of companies report this 
information only on demand.

Finding common ground
Members of the C-suite need to create more transparency 
and forge stronger communication with board directors. 
Senior leaders should formally assess the maturity of their 
cybersecurity programs regularly and present their findings 
to the board at least annually but preferably even more 
frequently. This exercise should involve a structured 
consideration, by members of the senior leadership team 
and others in IT and the business units, of the severity and 
likelihood of attacks on major corporate assets. 

The entire world is going 
digital; virtually every type of 
cross-border business 
transaction now has a digital 
component. Companies’ use 
of digital technologies is 
opening them up to new 
relationships with customers 
and business partners, and 
new business opportunities.
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Trust gap 2: The business units and the IT organization
Trust-based relationships among individuals in the 
business units, the IT organization, and the cybersecurity 
function can be difficult to maintain—in part because 
these groups sometimes work at cross purposes. The 
cybersecurity team may impose certain safety protocols 
that are inconvenient for employees in the business units, 
or otherwise, impede their daily operations. Consider your 
own reactions to IT requests to change 
passwords—coming up with yet another password that 
has the required length and complexity and that you can 
still remember. 

When cybersecurity teams grant data- and system-access 
rights to employees, they must trust that individuals will 
act appropriately. The IT group expects employees to be 
generally aware of how corporate systems work, how their 
actions online are traceable, and how to safeguard their 
credentials and information. But, in fact, company insiders 
can pose significant cybersecurity risks. One cybersecurity 
study noted that 60 percent of all cyber attacks in 2015 
involved insiders, an increase of 5 percentage points from 
the previous year.

Bulking up training efforts
To help close the trust gap between the IT and 
cybersecurity function and the business, the organization 
can provide comprehensive cybersecurity training to 
staffers at all levels. This might include dedicated 
town-hall meetings, workshops, and training modules 
focused on identifying varying types of cyber threats and 
outlining appropriate responses when employees witness 
suspicious activity.

Companies may also want to develop mechanisms by 
which IT and cybersecurity professionals can learn more 
about the implications of any security initiatives on 
business operations. Their assignments may be focused 
on learning more about technology topics outside the 
security area—for instance, network management, core IT 
infrastructure, and application development. In an ideal 
world, cybersecurity team members would be embedded 
in business units to learn more about the product 
management, public affairs and communications, or 
finance. 

Trust gap 3: The Company and its vendors
The relationship between companies and their technology 
and supply-chain vendors has always been complex. Just 
as consumers rely on companies to keep their data safe 
and to use them only in ways that they have authorized, 
businesses must trust their IT and supply-chain vendors to 
hold competitive information close to the vest. 

This is especially true in an era in which more and more 
companies are outsourcing the management of their IT 
infrastructures or their cybersecurity operations. 
Businesses need to be assured that the access they 
provide to vendors and the offerings they get from vendors 
can be integrated with existing systems without opening 
up any security holes.

Bringing partners closer
To bridge this trust gap, company IT and business leaders 
should schedule regular conversations with vendors and 
supply-chain partners to assert the levels of security 
required to protect shared business information. Such 
meetings should take place quarterly or biannually; with 
more frequent contact, vendors and company officials can 
engage in a true business partnership rather than a simple 
transactional relationship. They can discuss and devise 
clear recovery and compensation plans.

Companies can take it a step further by actively 
collaborating with third-party providers and supply-chain 
partners to ensure sufficient data protection. They may 
jointly pursue security certifications and may even agree to 
open themselves up to a broader ecosystem of technology 
partners to provide additional checks and balances.

Trust gap 4: The company and the government
It’s no surprise that local, national, and federal 
governments have in recent years prompted private-sector 
organizations to become more aware of cybersecurity 
issues and more active in their data-protection efforts. 
Cyber attacks in major financial institutions can affect 
overall market stability. Energy-grid hacks can pose 
national threats, too, as we learned from the recent 
attempted break-ins at a dozen power plants in the United 
States. Government agencies need companies to report 
cyberattacks and other incidents in a timely fashion, in 
order to strengthen overarching protection efforts.

Seeing the big picture
Neither side can afford to battle cyber attacks on its own. 
Companies need the official imprimatur and gravitas that 
government agencies can provide as facilitators of 
cybersecurity investigations and discussions of sensitive 
information. Governments need the feedback and 
technical resources that private-sector organizations 
can provide.

Technology alone can not hold cyber attackers at bay. A 
culture of trust is also important for corporate 
cybersecurity initiatives to succeed. All stakeholders in a 
company’s ecosystem—board directors, IT leaders, 
businesspeople, vendors, and so on—must come to a 
mutual understanding of the risks the company faces and 
work together to decide on the best approach for 
addressing those risks.

As we’ve learned, it can be difficult to attain and preserve 
this level of agreement and trust—particularly because of 
the natural tensions built into data-protection efforts: the 
cybersecurity team’s day-to-day work has consequences 
for the business and vice versa. But if companies 
recognize the human aspect in cybersecurity and take 
steps to close trust gaps by introducing more 
transparency, they can increase the odds that their 
cybersecurity programs will be successful—not just in the 
near term, but over the long haul, regardless of the kinds 
of threats that may emerge.

A Way to Plan if You are Bad  
at Planning
by Elizabeth Grace Saunders

Learning how to plan — especially if you’re new to 
organizing your time — can be a frustrating experience. 
And for some individuals, the reason could be their brains.

As a time management coach, I’ve seen some incredibly 
intelligent people struggle to plan. For example, very 
creative people who think in pictures can initially have a 
difficult time translating their conceptual ideas into 
practical actions that then find a space on their calendars. 
They need someone to guide them step-by-step on how 
to go through this process. Or some individuals who do an 
amazing job on identifying and executing on their top 
priority can falter when it comes to tracking and 
completing other tasks concurrently, including managing 
others.

In reading the book Thriving in Mind: The Natural Key to 
Sustainable Neurofitness by Dr. Katherine Benziger, I came 
to understand the scientific basis for what I had observed 
in my clients — that some people’s brains are naturally 
wired for maintaining order, while others’ aren’t.

It all comes down to brain science. Those with natural 
brain dominance in the back-left part of the brain are most 
comfortable making linear plans and following them. 
These individuals typically don’t have a need for my 
coaching help and often don’t understand why others 
struggle. But those with brain dominance in a different 
quadrant of their brain will find planning much harder. 
That’s because the neurochemistry of their brain causes 
them to use 100 times the energy to think in “planning” 
mode as someone whose natural dominance is back left.

Just as we tend to recognize that skills like creativity, 
analysis, or writing can come much easier to some than to 
others, ease of planning is something that we’re either 
born with or we’re not. But it doesn’t mean that we can’t 
develop those skills by actively building neuro-connections 
in our brain through persistent practice.

As a time management coach, I’ve intuitively picked up on 
the importance of this truth. I’ve seen clients who have 
never been able to plan effectively in their entire lives 
develop this skill simply by looking for help, keeping at it, 
and pushing through the struggle — essentially, building 
resilience.

Here are some key steps in using knowledge of your 
natural brain strength to build resilience with planning:

Recognize your natural strengths and weaknesses. If 
you find planning extremely difficult, you likely don’t have 
natural brain dominance in the back-left part of your brain. 
To find out what part of your brain dominates, do the 
self-assessment in the book Thriving in Mind or participate 
in the more formal Benziger Thinking Styles Assessment. 
Learning this can help you better understand what works 
for you and then use that to adjust your habits. By taking 
the Thriving in Mind self-assessment, for example, I 
gained clarity on why certain types of work came so 
naturally to me and why I found myself avoiding other 
types of tasks.

Accept the difficulty. If we think something should be 
easy when it’s hard, we tend to get upset and are more 
likely to give up. But if we set expectations that a task will 
be difficult, we may still flounder, but we’re more willing to 
work through any issues, since we understand that 

challenge is part of the process. When my coaching 
clients first start planning, they describe it as frustrating, 
disorienting, tiring, or even anger-inducing because they 
don’t want to accept the limits of reality in terms of how 
many activities can fit in a day. The clients who accept and 
work through those feelings are the ones who make the 
most progress. They find that on the other side, they have 
more peace, more confidence, and more clarity on how to 
structure their time well.

Let go of all-or-nothing thinking. One interesting 
phenomenon I’ve observed with people whose natural 
brain strength is not in planning is that they tend to fall into 
all-or-nothing thinking. They think that they must follow 
their plan perfectly, or their efforts have been wasted. Or if 
they can’t plan every day, they shouldn’t plan at all. 
Instead, view learning as a process where improvement 
counts and every day matter. This will build your resilience 
because you won’t beat yourself up as much when you 
deviate from your plan, and in turn, you will find it easier to 
get back on track.

Find systems that work. Instead of forcing yourself into 
an established scheduling process, find a system that 
works for you. For example, if you tend to have a strong 
tendency toward visuals (a common front-right brain 
dominance quality), find a way to organize that takes that 
preference into account. Put to-do items on sticky notes, 
draw on whiteboards, or use mind maps. If you love 
spreadsheets (often found when you have a strong 
front-left brain dominance), put your to-do lists and plans 
in Excel, or consider using apps that will allow you to track 
your progress in a numeric fashion. If you like to see time 
as a flow and rhythm (a favorite of back-right dominance), 
use tools like paper lists that will allow you to adapt and 
adjust the cadence of your day as needed, instead of 
feeling boxed into rigid time frames. There is no wrong 
way to plan. Experiment until you find the right fit.

Borrow other people’s brains. If you know people who 
excel in planning or have organization skills, ask for their 
advice and insight. They may be able to easily offer 
potential solutions to problems that overwhelm you. 
Getting suggestions from others on organization systems 
that you can then test, instead of trying to develop your 
own, can save you lots of time. A few caveats: Avoid 
critical people who may discourage you in your learning 
process. Change is tough enough without being torn 
down. Second, ask them for simple solutions. Don’t aim 
for expertise in an area when you’re just learning; a basic 
level of knowledge is a good start.

Keep trying. One of the definitions of resilience is “the 
ability to spring back into shape.” When you find yourself 
getting frustrated in the process of planning, have 
self-compassion when you make mistakes, refocus when 
you get distracted, and adjust your plan when new issues 
crop up. For example, you may decide to move a project 
you thought you would get done today to the next day. Or 
you may reach out to a colleague for help in getting a 
certain deliverable done.
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PROMOTING URDU
YEAR-ROUND

Talat Hussain with Adcom Team Nimra Saeed, Account Manager, Saad Shamim, Sr. Art Director, Sajid Abbas, Sr. Creative Manager

Soneri Bank Calendar 2018 and New Year Card

Soneri Bank endeavors to push the envelope in 
creating memorable communication branding. The use 
of Urdu language and calligraphy has been a signature 
expression of Soneri Bank’s latest communication.

This year’s Calendar and New Year Card both make 
use of hand-lettered Urdu phrases with unique visual 
treatment - a classic, vintage feel which bridges both 
old and new.

The campaign direction for the New Year Calendar 
takes into account the traditions and times of past, and 
explored an earlier form of letter writing in resonance 
with the Brand promise of ‘Roshan Har Qadam’.

Initially, the idea of using postage stamps and visual 
treatment of postcards was selected. The execution 
was refined by adding handwritten letters to each page. 
The calendar was digitized with an embedded QR code 
to transport readers to a recitation of the script by 
renowned celebrity Talat Hussain, and the whole 
experience further enhanced by the inclusion of Yousuf 
Kerai’s music.

The New Year greeting card is an assimilation of the 
same theme of Urdu while defining the glory of the Sun 
in resonance with the Bank’s corporate philosophy. 

A note by Head of Marketing, Soneri Bank

“Since it's the communication era, Marketing in liaison 
with the advertising agency has explored an earlier 
form of letter writing in resonance with its Brand 
promise of "Roshan Har Qadam”.
 
It is an effort to receive and enlighten the ethos of our Urdu 
language, gracefully presented in a classic vintage design.
 
In order to upgrade user's experience and to merge 
both old and new, we have embedded the Calendar 

with a QR code that transports to a unique recitation of 
the script by our renowned celebrity Talat Hussain, 
embellished with Yousuf Kerai's music.
 
Immense effort has been put by both Marketing Team 
and our advertising agency Adcom Leo Burnett in this 
collaborative, innovative artistic piece, ensuring all 
details are addressed from conceptualization and 
design stage to its timely production. Congratulations 
and well done on pushing the boundaries of our 
creative brand expression.”

To download the QR code reader app
visit Google Play or App Store

Listen to the lyrical message
from the Sun to us,
narrated by Talat Hussain
Scan the QR code

QR Code Reader

QR Code

“Thank you for sending the card and 
calendar. Kudos for the excellent 
calendar execution, I showed it to my 
boss and told him ‘That’s what we call 
creativity!’, he loved the idea
and concept.”
 
Shazia Lalani,
Former employee, Soneri Bank Marketing.

“Well designed, creative and eye 
soothing calendar. The theme was 
selected and depicted quite well.”
 
Farhan Ahmed
Head of external communications and 
public affairs, corporate affairs 
department, Standard Chartered Bank.

“Just received the calendar and 
card. What lovely items.
Thank you very much.”
 
Asif Majeed,
Risk Management, HBL.

“Thank you for the 2018 Calendar. 
True to your creative prowess, the 
calendar is a well produced 
document of historical knowledge, 
that serves a purpose lot more 
than mere utility. I wish you a 
successful 2018.”
 
Ali Habib Head of Corporate Affairs 
& Marketing, UBL.

“Masha Allah, great concept and 
good execution. Often refreshes the 
mind to see something away from all 
the very similar calendars and 
concepts floating around. Just heard 
the narrative by Talat Hussain. 
Brilliant!”
 
Hassan Bin Hassan
Head of Supply Chain, 
The Citizens Foundation.
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